
Spring Creek Coalition Board Meeting Minutes 

June 13, 2018 

 

A regular meeting of the Board of Directors of Spring Creek Coalition (“SCC”) was held on June 13, 

2018, at the Oaks Indian Mission conference room in Oaks, Oklahoma.  The following board members 

were present:  Beth Rooney, Rick Brattin, Charles Drury, Donna Drury, George Kamp, David Martinez, 

Jim McCoy, and Jessica Spencer.  Guests Emily Oakley and Martin Rooney also were present.  Beth 

Rooney called the meeting to order at 3:10 pm.   

 

1.  Goal #1:  Continue to build a coalition of committed Spring Creek watershed landowners. 

a. There were brief introductions of those present. 

b. In order to provide more time for discussion of agenda item #2, Beth had obtained approval of 

last month’s minutes by e-mail/phone ahead of the meeting, with no changes. 

c. Summer newsletter.  In order to provide more time for the item #2 discussions, Beth had decided 

to handle preparation of the summer newsletter for mailing outside of the meeting.  Beth 

distributed a few printed copies of the newsletter for those interested. 

d. Beth displayed a large map of the Spring Creek watershed, based on interest expressed at the May 

meeting and to support the day’s discussions.  She also distributed small copies of a watershed 

map. 

 

2. Goal #2:  Increase the involvement of watershed resident landowners. 

a. Emily Oakley presented her reflections on the effort to stop the Tran Tran chicken farm on the 

property adjacent to the Oaks Indian Mission.  She was uncertain of what ultimately caused the 

proponents to abandon the project, but believes it could have been the combined effect of many 

individual actions.  The Cherokee Nation’s mounting opposition probably was key.  Also, the 

involvement of the attorney and his willingness to serve legal papers was important, as was Pam 

Kingfisher’s work to organize local opposition.  Emily was asked about the source of her 

information that plans existed to add 800 chicken farms to northeastern Oklahoma over the next 

few years, and she reported obtaining that information from 2 sources.  Several factors may create 

incentive for these plans:  one is that Simmons Foods is constructing a new chicken processing 

plant near Decatur, Arkansas, and needs additional farms to supply chickens to that plant.  The 

second is that Arkansas may have become a less desirable location for chicken farms because of 

the incidence of disease and because land prices have increased.  Opponents to the Tran Tran 

farm were encouraged by its cancellation and by credibility gained through the process; for 

example, state legislative candidates had expressed interest in potential changes to state law. 

 

b. What’s next?  People had identified several parts of the poultry farm issue that appeared to be 

worthy undertakings but no decisions had been reached about which ones to make highest 

priority.  Rick stated that success with the Tran Tran farm had motivated opponents and it was 

important to capitalize on the momentum created.  David stated that it was important to challenge 

individual farm proposals close to the creek while also working on the more general expansion of 

intensive poultry production in northeastern Oklahoma.  His opinion is that intensive poultry 

farms anywhere in the Spring Creek watershed adversely affect the creek and should be opposed, 

but those close to the creek are especially harmful.  Emily reported that she’s been told that the 

producers need a minimum of about 60 acres on which to set up a chicken farm, and Jim McCoy 



suggested a GIS-supported project of identifying landowners owning 60 acres or more.  Emily 

said there were additional factors involved in siting of farms, such as the land needed to be level, 

and those factors might enable narrower focusing of the landowner contacts in the GIS.  She felt 

it also was important to continue filing objections with the ODAFF and to seek reforms in the 

state’s permitting program.  Rick asked Emily to clarify the organizational state of the local 

opponents and she explained it was still a collection of individuals and entities.  Some of the 

leading parties included Spring Creek Guardians, the Cherokee Nation, the SCC, and Ed 

Brocksmith of STIR (Save the Illinois River).  Some of the regulatory issues the Spring Creek 

Guardians wanted to address included the present exclusion of poultry farms from the facilities 

defined as CAFOs (confined animal feeding operations), no notification of landowners near 

proposed farms, exclusion of poultry farms from ODEQ (Oklahoma Department of 

Environmental Quality) storm water regulation, groundwater usage, and lack of setback 

requirements from streams.  Someone had suggested erecting a billboard along the highway, 

which would disparage intensive chicken farming.  Also discussed was what to do with the 

money raised under the GoFundMe campaign.  Assuming the Cherokee Nation’s pending 

purchase of the Tran Tran Farm is completed, the money would be available to the SCC for 

appropriate uses.  Beth pointed out that if the SCC accepts the funds, we might need to contact 

the donors about our plans. 

   

George referred to an article by Kelly Bostian which had appeared the day before in the Tulsa 

World, concerning a TMDL (Total Maximum Daily Load analysis) being performed for the 

Illinois River.  Because Grand River Dam Authority was providing funds for a chemistry lab at 

Northeastern State University (NSU), the article made George wonder if we could get NSU 

students to collect and run water samples from Spring Creek.  George saw such chemical data as 

useful scientific evidence to oppose proposed poultry farms, even though science would not be 

the sole basis on which permitting decisions would be made.  Beth stated that many people had 

performed water quality sampling of Spring Creek such as the Oklahoma Water Resources Board, 

the Cherokee Nation, the Blue Thumb program, Peggs Water Co, and Tom Alexander.  These 

indicated that Spring Creek generally had excellent water quality, despite having some chicken 

farms in the watershed.  David stated that past monitoring was important in establishing a 

baseline.  However, assuming pollution from chicken farms would be nonpoint source in nature, 

monitoring to detect the pollution would need to be carefully designed and performed in 

conjunction with runoff events.  Beth recommended that we talk with Ed Brocksmith about Save 

The Illinois River’s experience with poultry farming and water quality issues. 

 

Rick predicted that the Spring Creek Guardians and friends would be pursuing the issues most 

intensively, and the SCC would be following their lead.  Ideally, it would evolve into someone 

leading the effort in a more concerted way.  Rick thought the SCC ought to be wary of exceeding 

the advocacy restrictions placed on 501(c)(3) organizations.  One option suggested was to start 

another GoFundMe campaign to organize the opposition.  Rick reminded the group that 

involvement in opposing chicken farming might be effective at getting more creek residents to 

join the SCC Board.  Noting that the meeting time was nearly over, David felt it was apparent the 

SCC was not ready to define its role in the effort against poultry farming, and that this would 

require additional study, communication, formulation of proposed actions, and deliberation by the 



SCC Board.  He recommended that a committee of interested Board members be formed and 

continue work on the controversy in coordination with others.  Emily stated she would e-mail 

SCC Board members about plans for further action. 

  

3. Other items: 

a. Charitable status: Beth announced that the SCC did receive official IRS approval of its 501(c)(3) 

status, after additional work on her part. 

b. Mapping of watershed residents: Jim had done some investigation of this.  There were 2 options 

to consider: (1) to perform the analysis ourselves using our own ArcGIS license or (2) to pay a 

consultant to do it.  He and Rick believed we could get all the layers we need from the county 

assessors’ offices. 

c. Education: Beth and Jessica had begun talks with the Oklahoma Corporation Commission about 

holding field days at the creek for the main schools in the Spring Creek watershed.  They were 

considering including Oaks this year. 

 

4. The meeting adjourned shortly after 4:30 pm in order for Board members to attend a tour of pertinent 

historic sites, obtain an overview of the Oaks Indian Mission by Mission Director Don Marshall, and 

enjoy a dinner provided by the Mission. 

 

Next Meeting: Thursday, August 9, 2018, 6:15-7:45 PM, Schusterman Library 

 

 

Respectfully submitted, David Martinez, SCC Secretary 

 

 


